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Sentencing Revocation Report (SRR)

A probation officer completes
the front of the SRR and
indicates the condition(s) the
offender has violated.
All violations being handled
together should be recorded
on one SRR.
The judge completes the back
of the form, indicating the
outcome of the hearing and
the sanctions imposed.
Implemented in 1997, the SRR
is the only source of detailed
violation information that can
be analyzed.
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Legislative Directive for Probation Violation Guidelines
2003 Appropriations Act



In 2003, the General Assembly directed the
Commission to develop discretionary sentencing
guidelines for probation violators returned to court
for reasons other than a new criminal conviction
(“technical violations”).



To develop these guidelines, the Commission
examined historical judicial sanctioning practices in
revocation hearings.



In its 2003 Annual Report, the Commission
recommended that the probation violation guidelines
be implemented statewide and the recommendation
was accepted by 2004 General Assembly.



Statewide use began July 1, 2004.
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Technical Violator Study (2003-2004)



Sample of 600 technical probation violators was
drawn from the Commission’s Sentencing
Revocation Report (SRR) database.



Supplemental information was gathered on factors of
interest that were not contained in the automated
data.

‒ Staff reviewed major violation reports prepared
by probation officers for the court.


Based on additional review, 72 cases were excluded
from the study because the offenders were on parole
or the files contained insufficient information.



Final sample was 528 cases.
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2003 Study:
Supplemental Data
Collection Instrument
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2003 Study:
Supplemental Data
Collection Instrument
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Probation Violation Guidelines (PVG)
Revised in FY2008
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Preparation of Sentencing Revocation Report (SRR)
and Probation Violation Guidelines (PVG)

Since July 1, 2010, the Appropriation Act has
specified that a Sentencing Revocation Report
and, if applicable, the Probation Violation
Guidelines, must be presented to the court and
reviewed by the judge for any violation hearing
conducted pursuant to § 19.2-306.

See Item 42 of Chapter 836
(Appropriation Act) adopted by
the 2017 General Assembly
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Probation Violation Guidelines for Technical Violations
Compliance by Fiscal Year
FY2005 – FY2016
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Senate Finance Committee Survey (2014)

As part of its 20-year retrospective of
Virginia’s truth-in-sentencing system,
the staff of the Senate Finance
Committee conducted a series of
surveys in September 2014 to
determine the opinions of key
stakeholders as to the effectiveness
of Virginia’s sentencing guidelines.

Source: Dick Hickman, Deputy Staff Director, Senate Finance Committee,
presentation to the Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission, 04/13/2015
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Senate Finance Committee Survey (2014)

Sentencing guidelines have resulted in comparable sentences for similar
crimes committed by offenders with similar criminal histories, without
regard to race, sex, geography, or other unrelated factors.
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Source: Dick Hickman, Deputy Staff Director, Senate Finance Committee,
presentation to the Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission, 04/13/2015
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Senate Finance Committee Survey (2014)

The risk assessment instrument for non-violent offenders* has been
helpful in diverting low-risk offenders, with due regard for public safety.
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Source: Dick Hickman, Deputy Staff Director, Senate Finance Committee,
presentation to the Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission, 04/13/2015
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Senate Finance Committee Survey (2014)

Sentencing guidelines for offenders who violate the terms and
conditions of their probation have been helpful in sanctioning violators.
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Source: Dick Hickman, Deputy Staff Director, Senate Finance Committee,
presentation to the Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission, 04/13/2015
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Senate Finance Committee Survey (2014)
Judge Comments Regarding Probation Violation Guidelines

14
Source: Senate Finance Committee, 2014 Survey of Criminal Justice Stakeholders

Senate Finance Committee Survey (2014)
Judge Comments Regarding Probation Violation Guidelines
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Source: Senate Finance Committee, 2014 Survey of Criminal Justice Stakeholders

Considerations for Revision of
Probation Violation Guidelines



Although past amendments to the probation violation
guidelines have increased compliance, the compliance
rate remains relatively low.



Multiple criminal justice practitioners have requested
that the Commission revise the guidelines associated
with probation violations, including:

‒ Modifying existing factors,
‒ Accounting for additional factors beyond those
currently covered, and

‒ Expanding probation violation guidelines to
cover “New Law” (Condition 1) violators.
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Considerations for Revision of the
Probation Violation Guidelines



In addition, the Commission has received feedback
from judges regarding an issue of proportionality.

‒ In some instances, the probation violation
guidelines recommend a relatively lengthy
sentence for a technical violation, while a
probation violation handled alongside a new
felony conviction often does not increase the
sentencing guidelines recommendation
significantly.

‒ If a probation violation is handled separately
from the new conviction, no guidelines apply.
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Challenges for Revision of the
Probation Violation Guidelines



The Commission is not receiving SRRs and PVGs for
all of the revocation hearings handled in circuit court.



Sanctioning practices for probation violations
continue to vary substantially.



The Commission has received requests to add
factors to the probation violation guidelines that are
not currently recorded on those forms.



The Department of Corrections frequently adapts its
policies and is currently introducing a new tool for
probation officers that is expected to change the way
officers handle violation behaviors.
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Virginia Department of Corrections
Administrative Response Matrix (ARM)



The Department of Corrections (DOC) has received
a federal grant to pilot test a new tool developed in
District #9 (Charlottesville area) to guide probation
officers in selecting specific incentives and
sanctions when responding to supervision events.

‒ Administrative Response Matrix (ARM)


According to DOC, the tool incorporates a
risk/needs assessment of the offender and the
assigned severity of the violation in determining
responses to technical violations.

Source: Virginia Department of Corrections, ARM/SMART Probation Grant Team
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Virginia Department of Corrections
Administrative Response Matrix (ARM)



According to DOC, use of the ARM is expected to
increase consistency in officer responses, reduce
the number of violations heard in court, and
produce cost savings in jail and prison beds used
for technical violators.



Pilot testing officially will begin in early 2018 and
testing will continue into 2021.

Source: Virginia Department of Corrections, ARM/SMART Probation Grant Team
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Virginia Department of Corrections
Administrative Response Matrix (ARM)

ARM Pilot Sites
Caseload Size
Small

Eastern

Central

Western

Emporia
(District #38)

Farmville
(District #24)

Rocky Mount
(District #37)

Medium

Suffolk
(District #6)

High

Norfolk
(District #2)

Charlottesville
(District #9)
Henrico
(District #32)
Fairfax
(District #29)

Norton
(District #18)

Radford
(District #28)

Source: Virginia Department of Corrections, ARM/SMART Probation Grant Team
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Implications of ARM Pilot Project
for the Probation Violation Guidelines



Through use of the ARM, the population of
probation violators returned to court in the pilot
sites may have different characteristics in the
future.

‒ If so, judicial sanctioning practices may
appear different.

‒ Revising probation violation guidelines
based on historical data may not reflect
judicial practices going forward.
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DOC’s Community Corrections Alternative Program (CCAP)
through Detention and Diversion Centers



DOC is making substantial changes to its Detention and
Diversion Center Programs



According to DOC, the changes bring the programs in line
with current evidence-based practices.



The goal is to provide enhanced, individualized services for
offenders on probation and better meet the needs of the
sentencing courts.



Offenders assessed to have moderate treatment needs must
complete a minimum of 200 core treatment hours for
successful program completion (approx. 22 - 28 weeks).



Offenders assessed to have high treatment needs must
complete a minimum of 300 treatment hours for successful
program completion (approx. 42 - 48 weeks).
Source: Virginia Department of Corrections presentation to the
Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission, 04/03/2017
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Implications of CCAP
for the Probation Violation Guidelines



Currently, there are factors on the probation
violation guidelines relating to offenders who fail
to complete Detention and/or Diversion Center
Programs after being ordered by the court to do so.



These factors will not be scored for offenders who
fail to complete CCAP.

‒ According to DOC, the population of
offenders participating in CCAP will be
different than those who have traditionally
participated in Detention/Diversion Centers.
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Input from Commission Members



Staff is seeking input from Commission members
to guide and shape:

‒ Judge survey;
‒ Data collection; and
‒ Data analysis.
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Factors That May Affect Sentencing for Probation Violations
Probationer
• Number of Violations
• Type of Violation(s)
• Relationship btwn. Type of Viol. & Other Factors
• Responses to Interventions
• Length Between Violations
• Risk of Recidivating (Actuarial & Clinical)
• Treatment Needs
• Type of Original Offense
• Prior Record (Including # of Prior Revocations)
• Pending Violation(s) in Other Courts
• Attitude

Probation Officer/DOC Policy
•
•
•
•

Type of Interventions Attempted
Number of Interventions Attempted
When Probationer Returned to Court
What Information Reported to Court

Prior Judicial Action
• Type of Prior Sentences
• Length of Prior Sentences
• Amount of Suspended
Time
• Amount of Revocable
Time

Sentence

•
•
•
•
•
•

Other Factors
Local Resources
Treatment Options
Treatment
Availability/Beds
Judicial Philosophy
Procedural Differences
Sentencing/Probation
Violation Guidelines
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Questions



Should the Commission opt for a point-forward data
collection process?



How does the Commission collect data on factors
that judges deem important when sanctioning a
violation?

‒ Survey to get judicial input regarding
important factors?

‒ What data sources will contain the
information?


Should the Commission recommend a change to
the sentencing guidelines to discontinue scoring
probation violations as additional offenses?
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Questions



Should the Commission consider three categories
of violations that come before a court?

‒ Technical, new conviction, new arrest with
court case pending


Would judges be open to other formats for the
probation violation guidelines (e.g., matrix/grid)?
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